Abstract. In this paper, we consider the so-called \inexact Uzawa" algorithm for iteratively solving block saddle point problems. Such saddle point problems arise, for example, in nite element and nite di erence discretizations of Stokes equations, the equations of elasticity and mixed nite element discretization of second order problems. We consider both the linear and nonlinear variants of the inexact Uzawa algorithm. We show that the linear method always converges as long as the preconditioners de ning the algorithm are properly scaled. Bounds for the rate of convergence are provided in terms of the rate of convergence for the preconditioned Uzawa algorithm and the reduction factor corresponding to the preconditioner for the upper left hand block. In the nonlinear case, the inexact Uzawa algorithm is shown to converge provided that the nonlinear process approximating the inverse of the upper left hand block is of su cient accuracy. Bounds for the nonlinear iteration are given in terms of this accuracy parameter and the rate of convergence of the preconditioned Uzawa algorithm. Applications to the Stokes equations and mixed nite element discretization of second order elliptic problems are discussed and nally, the results of numerical experiments involving the algorithms are presented.
addition, the linear map B T : H 2 7 ! H 1 is the adjoint of B: H 1 Consequently, a necessary and su cient condition for the unique solvability of (1.1) is that the Ladyzhenskaya{Babu ska{Brezzi condition hold, i.e. Uzawa method 1] is a particular implementation of a linear iterative method for solving (1.2) . One common problem with the methods just described is that they require the evaluation of the action of the operator A ?1 in each step of the iteration. For many applications, this operation is expensive and is also implemented as an iteration. The inexact Uzawa methods replace the exact inverse in the Uzawa algorithm by an \incomplete" or \approximate" evaluation of A ?1 . These algorithms are de ned in Section 2 and 4. They were also studied in 13].
There are other general iterative techniques for solving saddle point problems of the form of (1. and system (1.1) is reformulated as a well conditioned symmetric and positive de nite algebraic system which may be solved e ciently by applying the conjugate gradient algorithm. In 28] , the authors consider the convergence properties when the minimal residual algorithm is applied to a more direct preconditioned reformulation of (1.1). Both of the above mentioned techniques incorporate preconditioning and avoid the inversion of A. Other interesting methods for solving (1.1) that also do not require the action of A ?1 can be found in 3] and 8].
There is also a variety of application speci c techniques that depend strongly on the particular approximation spaces, geometry of the domain etc. In the case of the mixed approximation of second order problems, those include domain decomposition techniques 19], a reduction technique involving the use of additional Lagrange multipliers 11], as well as an inde nite preconditioner 14].
The inexact Uzawa algorithms are of interest because they are simple and have minimal computer memory requirements. This could be important in large scale scienti c applications implemented for todays computing architectures. In addition, an Uzawa algorithm implemented as a double iteration can be transformed trivially into 3 an inexact Uzawa algorithm. It is not surprising that the inexact Uzawa methods are widely used in the engineering community.
In this paper we present new estimates for the inexact Uzawa algorithm both in the linear and nonlinear case. In the former case, the evaluation of A ?1 is replaced by the inverse of a linear preconditioner. Theorem 3.1 shows that the resulting algorithm always converges and gives bounds on the rate of convergence provided that the preconditioner is properly scaled. The inexact Uzawa algorithm in the nonlinear case replaces the evaluation of A ?1 by some approximate nonlinear process. Theorem 4.1 shows that the resulting algorithm converges provided that the nonlinear approximation to A ?1 is suitably accurate. More restrictive results for variants of the inexact Uzawa algorithms have already appeared in the literature 13], 25]. The outline of the remainder of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we de ne and motivate the linear version of the inexact Uzawa algorithm. Section 3 provides an analysis of this algorithm. In Section 4, the nonlinear version of the inexact Uzawa algorithm is de ned and analyzed. Section 5 discusses a model application to the Stokes problem while Section 6 considers a model application to a mixed nite element discretization of a second order problem boundary value problem. Finally, the results of numerical experiments involving the inexact Uzawa algorithms are given in Section 7. A comparison with some other methods is presented as well.
2. The abstract inexact Uzawa algorithm. In this section, we de ne the inexact Uzawa method when linear preconditioners are used. This algorithm is motivated by rst considering the Uzawa iteration 1] which can be de ned as follows. Here and in the sequel, for a symmetric and positive de nite linear operator L on H j , j = 1; 2, k k L will denote the norm (L ; ) 1=2 .
One problem with the above algorithms is that they require the computation of the action of the operator A ?1 at each step of the iteration. For many of the applications, this is an expensive operation which is also done iteratively. This leads to a two level iteration, an inner iteration for computing the action of A ?1 coupled with the outer Uzawa iteration (2.1) or (2.2). The inexact Uzawa method replaces the action of A ?1 by a preconditioner. A preconditioner Q A is a linear operator Q A : H 1 7 ! H 1 which is symmetric and positive de nite. In practice, good preconditioners are relatively cheap to invert. For example, the computational cost for one evaluation of Q ?1 A should be comparable with the cost of evaluating the action of A (not A ?1 ). The inexact Uzawa algorithm is then given as follows (this algorithm was also studied in 13]). 
This can be rewritten as e i+1 = Me i :
The proof of the theorem will be complete if we can show that the operator norm jMj] = sup
is bounded by given by (3.7).
The operator M can be written in the form Queck 25] . He proved a convergence result which required stronger conditions with respect to the scaling of Q A and Q B . In particular, there are cases which fail to satisfy the hypothesis of the theory of 25] yet convergence is guaranteed by the corollary above. In addition, there are many cases when the convergence estimates given above are substantially better than those of 25]. 4 . Analysis of the nonlinear inexact Uzawa algorithm. As was pointed out in Section 2, the Uzawa algorithm is often implemented as a two level iterative process, an inner iteration for computing A ?1 coupled with the outer Uzawa iteration (2.1) or (2.2). In this section we investigate the stability and convergence rate of an abstract inexact Uzawa algorithm where the computation of the action of A ?1 is replaced with that of an approximation to A ?1 which results from applying a nonlinear iterative process for inverting A. Two examples of such approximations come from de ning the approximate inverse by a preconditioned conjugate gradient iteration or the operator which results from the application of a multigrid cycling algorithm with a nonlinear smoother.
The nonlinear approximate inverse is described as a map : H 1 Since n tends to zero as n tends to in nity, it is possible to make n as small as we want by taking a suitably large number PCG iterations. The variant of the inexact Uzawa algorithm we investigate in this section is de ned as follows. We will provide bounds for the rate of convergence for the above algorithm in terms of two parameters, the convergence factor for the preconditioned Uzawa algorithm de ned in (2.4) and the parameter of (4.2). The main result of this section provides a su cient condition on for convergence of the nonlinear Uzawa algorithm and bounds for the resulting rate of convergence. and equivalence of norms in nite dimensional spaces. Such norm equivalences depend on the mesh parameter h. A second problem with the requirement (4.9) is that the norm on the right hand side converges to zero as X i converges to the solution X. This means that even thought is xed independent of h, considerably more iterations of PCG may be required to satisfy (4.9) as the approximate solution converges.
Proof. It follows that the solution (X; Y ) of (5.3) satis es (1.1) with F equal to the L 2 ( ) projection of f into H 2 and G equal to the (L 2 ( )) 2 projection of g into H 1 .
It is straightforward to check that (2.3) holds for A, B, and B T as above. Moreover, it follows from (1.4) that (2.4) holds with independent of the mesh size h. ) and we can take Q B to be the identity. For more general spaces H 2 , the inversion of Gram matrices can be avoided by introducing a preconditioner Q B whose inverse is implemented acting on inner product data as in the H 1 case above.
We still need to provide preconditioners for A. However, A consists of two copies of the operator which results from a standard nite element discretization of Dirichlet's problem. There has been an intensive e ort focused on the development and analysis of preconditioners for such problems. In our examples Section 7, we will use a preconditioning operator which results from a V-cycle variational multigrid algorithm. Such a preconditioner is known to be scaled so that both (3.2) holds and (2.4) holds with bounded away from one independently of the mesh parameter h.
6. Applications to mixed nite element discretizations of elliptic problems. In this section we discuss applications of the algorithms analyzed in Section 3 to solving inde nite systems arising from mixed nite element discretizations of second order partial di erential equations. For this application, it will be relatively easy to construct preconditioners Q A while the development of a suitable operator Q B is more di cult.
The basic problem we consider here is ?r Krp = f in ; p = 0 on @ ; (6.1) where K = fk i;j g d i;j=1 is a symmetric positive de nite matrix whose entries are bounded functions of the spatial variable, is a bounded domain with polygonal or polyhedral boundary in d{dimensional Euclidean space for d = 2 or 3. This is a classical model problem in continuum mechanics or uid ow in porous media.
Introducing a new variable u, (6.1) can be written as a rst order system as follows: u = Krp in ; r u = ?f in ; p = 0 on @ : (6.2) In the typical applications K is the elasticity/permeability tensor, u usually represents the stress/velocity, p is the displacement/pressure. The mixed method naturally takes into account constraints that appear in the variational formulation of a given di erential problem, e.g., r u = f, and provides direct approximations to the two variables of interest: u and p. Often these features are more attractive then those corresponding to the standard nite element method.
Then the weak formulation of (6.2) The operators B and B T are de ned as in the previous section. However, for this application, the operator A : H 1 Even though the most e ective algorithms result from the use of good preconditioners, we shall initially present results using one of the worst possible preconditioners, the identity operator. This is important since in some engineering applications, good preconditioners may not be readily available. We also report results when e ective preconditioners are employed.
The test problem was (5.1) with (0; 1) 2 , g = 0 and f = 0. Clearly, its exact solution was zero for both pressure and velocity. We started the iterations with an arbitrary but xed initial iterate. All of the iterative methods considered are functions of the error and thus, iterating for a problem with a zero solution and a nonzero starting guess is equivalent to solving a related problem with a nonzero solution and a zero initial guess. We used the discretization described in Section 5. Our objectives in conducting the numerical experiments were to establish experimentally the conclusions from the theoretical analysis of the algorithms tested and to assess their e ectiveness in terms of error reduction after xed number of iterations. The same nonzero initial iterate was used for all algorithms. As discussed in Section 5, we used Q B I. The experimental results are organized in four tables.
In Table 7 .1 we give results for three algorithms using Q A equal to an appropriate multiple of the identity. The algorithms are described as follows. The reported error values in Clearly, this is not the norm which appears in the theory and one cannot expect the errors to behave in a monotone way. This explains the increase in the reported error for UID when h = 1=32 and h = 1=64. That the USTD method appears convergent for h 32 is surprising since (4.5) is not satis ed for these applications. The BPID method converges considerably faster in these examples since the saddle point method of 7] is known to give a rate of convergence which exhibits square root acceleration in cases when poor preconditioners are employed. As expected, all methods deteriorate due to lack of preconditioning as the mesh size is decreased. Table 7 .2. Even though improved convergence is observed in all cases when compared to Table 7 .1, the UID algorithm still appears unstable for h = 1=64. We ran UID for 10000 iterations and observed an error of :0048. Although convergent, the inexact Uzawa method with such a poor preconditioner converges too slowly to be of practical use.
The above results may at rst appear to contradict the validity of the theory of Section 4. The reason that the methods appear divergent at a relatively low numbers of iterations is that the theorems guarantee monotonicity of the errors in norms which are di erent from those used in (7.1). Our next experiment was designed to illustrate the monotone convergence of UID and BPID predicted by : (7. 3)
The convergence results in these norms are reported in Table 7 .3. Note that all of the reported errors are less than one. We made additional runs at lower number of iterations. All runs re ected the monotone error behavior in these norms as guaranteed by the theory. (Tables 7.1  and 7. 2) with those from UMG. Notice that the UMG data in Table 7 .4 show little, if any, deterioration as the mesh size becomes small. In all of the reported results, the reformulation method of 7] shows faster convergence. Nevertheless, the inexact Uzawa methods are still of interest since they are robust, simple to implement, have minimal memory requirements and avoid the necessity of computing inner products. These properties may make the inexact Uzawa methods attractive in certain applications.
